Multi-agent system model for tutor recommendation in ubiquitous learning environments
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Abstract. Ubiquitous learning environments allow to learn anywhere at anytime, enabling people to have better learning experiences in their daily lives. In order to detect learning problems and offer help, a tutor needs to observe the actions of students and to evaluate them, which is not easy to accomplish in a ubiquitous environment. Therefore, this work presents a multi-agent model to generate recommendations of tutors in the topic that a student needs help with, based on the experiences of these tutors with other students, their availability and their physical proximity. The proposed model allows to monitor the student interaction within the learning environment, detect learning problems and offer personalized help.

1. Introduction

Ubiquitous learning environments overcome the limitations of a traditional classroom or learning environment, in such a way that the idea of learning anywhere at anytime becomes possible. The use of devices such as mobile phones and tablets creates new opportunities for students, as they are constantly connected to mobile networks. This way, educational content can be accessed anywhere and anytime, and learning interactions can take place when and where students need it, in different situations of their daily lives, with no restrictions of either space or time [Graf and Kinshuk 2008].

A ubiquitous learning system should not only provide students with educational resources anywhere and anytime, but it should also offer appropriate help to aid students fulfill their learning activities. In that sense, there are context-aware techniques that consider contextual data such as location, time, and other elements, to generate more successful recommendations. Most of the reviewed works that deal with ubiquitous learning environments focus on the recommendation of educational content, learning paths or peers to conform groups for collaborative learning. However, tutor (teacher, expert in a topic, or advanced student) advice is also important in some learning situations, where a student needs concrete help on some topic.

The integration of a multi-agent architecture in a ubiquitous environment can aid in the detection of learning problems in real time and in the provision of assistance, based on the student’s location and the location of those who can help. Besides, in order to achieve a closer flexibility to that provided by a human tutor on-site, the architecture needs to define configurable system settings that allow to fine-tune the criteria used within
the monitoring, help and communication tasks. A multi-agent system is a consortium of multiple agents working together, where each agent is specialized in a particular function [Sajja and Akerkar 2012]. These agents are capable of doing specific tasks in behalf of the users [Nwana 1996]. To do so, they are placed in a concrete environment and execute autonomous actions, in a flexible way, in order to reach their goals [Wooldridge 2002]. This flexibility can be translated as [Wooldridge and Jennings 1995]: reactivity or capacity to perceive its environment and act promptly to changes in that environment; pro-activity or capacity to exhibit a goal-oriented behavior, and to take the lead; and social ability or capacity to interact with other agents (possibly humans) through a communication language. In educational applications, these agent properties can be reflected in collaborative tasks, such as providing an intelligent interactive medium between members of a team, in the personalization of content and help, by constantly observing actions of students and tutors, and in the integration between students and teachers, allowing a better communication between them [Bokhari and Ahmad 2014].

In [Duran and Alvarez 2017], a method to generate recommendations of experts in the subject that a student wants to learn has been proposed. This method takes into account the experiences of these experts with other students, their availability and their physical closeness with the student for face-to-face consultations. In this work, a model of a tutor recommendation system is proposed. This model is based on a multi-agent architecture to monitor the student interaction with the system, detect learning problems and offer personalized help. To generate the recommendations, the method proposed at [Duran and Alvarez 2017] is applied.

The paper is organized as follows. The following section reviews works related to this proposal, while section 3 describes the multi-agent model proposed. The last section presents the main conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work

Several proposals of multi-agent systems for ubiquitous learning environments have been found in the literature. A description of the most relevant ones is provided below.

A multi-agent system that provides support for learners using mobile devices in a hospital u-learning environment is proposed in [Boudabous et al. 2017]. The focus of this work is the provision of personalized educational contents on demand. To do so, the system gathers information from the learner, which can be a patient or a nurse, such as his profile, location and blood pressure, and delivers personalized educational resources according to his data. The teacher, a doctor, is in charge of creating the different types of learning resources that can be accessed by the students. The system architecture is comprised of three layers, each one with a different set of agents. The user layer has learner, teacher and tutor agents, to communicate with the user. The core layer is where the main processing occurs, and hosts an admin agent, a profile manager agent and a content manager agent. Finally, the cloud layer handles the storage and execution, with three types of agents: store agent, deliver agent and find agent. The architecture also includes free agents (link agents) to communicate each layer with others.

In [Salazar et al. 2015] a multi-agent context-aware u-learning system that offers adaptive virtual course planning, personalized course evaluation, selection of learning objects according to student profile, search of learning objects in repository federations,
search of thematic learning assistants, and access of current context-aware collaborative learning activities involved, is presented. The system architecture is composed of six types of agents: user, recommender, searcher, planner, evaluator and awareness agent, and it is programmed in JADE, a Java Agent Development Framework. The thematic learning assistants recommendation offers students the possibility of searching advanced students that are available, are spatially close and have knowledge of the student’s areas of interest.

[Ayoola and Mangina 2014] present PULP, a personalized ubiquitous learning platform. The learning environment is designed to provide personalized content, anytime and anywhere access and collaborative activities and services. The system is programmed in JADE and has four types of agents: mediator agent, performance agent, interest agent and recommendation agent. The personalization is based on a users’ profile, which contains data about his preferences and academic strength. There are no specific details regarding the collaborative activities and services provided.

In [de M. Neves et al. 2014] an agent-based architecture for context-aware and personalized event recommendation in the pervasive university domain is presented. There are three types of agents: access control, recommender and location agent. The recommender agent takes into account the user profile and other contextual data, such as user location and date, to choose between all available cultural and academic events on campus, and to provide a filtered list of personalized events.

[Garcia-Cabot et al. 2014] present a multi-agent system that focuses on adaptation of learning content to the kind of mobile device, the context and the competences of each learner. The system architecture includes five types of agents that collaborate to reach the personalization goal. First, a logical sequencing agent establishes a sequence of the topics or subjects that the learner has in his/her syllabus. Then, a federated search agent compiles a list of potential learning objects to be used, by searching in different repositories using keywords according to the topics of the learner syllabus. Finally, a device agent filters the learning objects that the learner’s mobile device does not support, and a context agent sorts them by context. These four types of agents are administered by a manager agent, which also interacts with the learner to gather and present information.

In [Tan et al. 2009] a multi-agent system architecture with several adaptation goals is presented. On one hand, the system allows students to create location-based learning content and share it with other peers. It also creates learning groups dynamically by identifying the individual mobile learners’ geographic locations and other learning factors, such as learning history, previous learning performance, educational level, learning style and learning interests. Additionally, all content presented to the learner is adapted according to the characteristics of his mobile phone. In order to achieve this goals, there are three types of agents that cooperate in the collaborative platform. The learner agent is installed into students’ cellular phones and is responsible for reporting students’ location information to the location-aware agent, as well as cooperating with the resource agent to manage the authentic examples. The grouping algorithm is managed within the location-aware agent.
3. Multi-agent system architecture

The multi-agent system for tutor recommendation is designed to be integrated in a u-learning environment based on learning objects (LO). This allows to monitor a student in order to detect problems in his learning process, to recommend tutors, either physically close to him or available on-line, and ultimately, to provide a communication channel with them. To realize the tutor recommendation, the system takes into account context data and the tutors’ amount of attended consultations. A tutor can be:

- **A teacher**: who offers tutoring services for all topics from his courses.
- **An expert**: who offers tutoring services for some topics of his specialty.
- **A student**: who offers tutoring services for all the topics of the courses he is attending, as long as he satisfies the student tutoring conditions.

The agents carry out their activities based on a set of configurable system settings that are defined by each teacher according to his own assessment and evaluation criteria. As can be seen in Figure 1 the system has the following components:

**Monitor Agent**: this agent is in charge of monitoring the student’s access to the course LOs in order to detect problems in a topic, according to the problem detection settings. Once a problem has been detected, it notifies the **student agent** of that student.

**Student Agent**: this agents determines the student location, based on his cellphone GPS data and manages the corresponding help. To do so, it notifies the **recommendation agent** the topic (t) that the student needs help with, and the location (sl) of that student. In addition, once the recommended tutors list is received, it is in charge of setting up communication channels with each tutor.

**Tutor Agent**: this agent starts when a tutor logs in the system and automatically publishes his tutoring services in the corresponding topics. If the tutor is a student, it will publish services as long as the student tutoring conditions are met. This agent is also responsible

---

**Figure 1. Multi-agent system architecture**
of detecting the tutor’s location, based on their GPS cellphone data as well as the availability for consultation in that moment. It also provides these data to the recommendation agent when requested, and it sets up the communication with the students that require it, according to the tutors consultation and communication settings.

**Tutoring Services:** this is a list of tutor agents that offer tutoring services. It contains the following information: for each tutor that offers services, his name and the list of topics that he can be consulted about.

**Transaction Data Base (TDB):** a database containing the information about the consultations made by students and the assistance provided by tutors.

**Weight Matrix (WM):** this matrix is generated daily based on data from the transaction DB, in the following way:

the preferences of each student \(i\) regarding a tutor are expressed as a weighted vector \(< w_{i1}, w_{i2}, ..., w_{in} >\) where each \(w_{ij}\) is calculated according to formula 1.

\[
w_{ij} = \frac{x}{y}
\]

where \(x\) equals the number of times that tutor \(j\) advised student \(i\) and \(y\) equals the total number of times that student \(i\) was advised on this topic by any tutor. This information is obtained from the transaction DB. If the weighted vectors of all students making up set \(S\) are considered, it is possible to construct the *weight matrix* (Table 1) using the preferences of the learners that already worked on the topic related to the tutors on this topic.

**Recommendation agent:** this agent receives assistance requests from the student agents. Based on the published tutoring services, it selects tutors in the topic \(t\) and builds the set \(T\). Then for each tutor of the set \(T\) it requests the current location and the availability from the tutor agent. The recommendation agent is responsible of generating two kinds of recommendations: one for consultations with tutors who are physically close and another one for consultations with on-line tutors.

**Physically close tutors recommendation**

**Distance Vector Generation:** In order to consider the contextual characteristic (location), the distance \((d)\) in meters between each tutor \(T_j\) of the set \(T\), and the learner’s current location is calculated. That way, the vector of distances \(< d_1, d_2, ..., d_m >\) is obtained. From this vector, the weights \(\frac{1}{d}\) are obtained. They allow to value the tutors closer to the learner with higher weight, and those that are farther with less weight.

**Calculation of scoring function:** this function allows to obtain a vector \(< TP_1, TP_2, ..., TP_n >\) using the weighted values for each tutor on the topic, obtained from
WM. It is calculated with equation 2.

\[ TP_j = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_{ij} \right) \frac{1}{d_j}; j = 1...n \]  

(2)

Then, the vector is ordered from high to low, with which the recommendation of tutors to the learner is generated.

**On-line tutors recommendation**

To generate on-line tutors recommendations, the scoring function is applied excluding the distance-based weighting, and therefore calculated as specified in equation 3.

\[ TP_j = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_{ij} \right); j = 1...n \]  

(3)

In both cases the vector \( TP \) is sent to the student agent.

**Learning Object Access (LOA):** this database registers the access of each student for each LO content as well as the final status of the LO (pass/not pass).

**Interface Agents:** these agents are responsible of showing the graphic user interfaces to the users and they are called by student and tutor agents, which provide the information to be displayed.

**System settings:** these are the configurable conditions of the model. They are specified by each teacher for his courses and represent the conditions of the monitoring activities, help offering and communication policies.

- **Problem Detection (PD):** defines the conditions to detect that a student has learning issues in a topic:
  - *LO permanence time* must be higher that the maximum learning time indicated in the LO meta-data.
  - *LO number of accesses* must be higher that the maximum number of times stipulated by the teacher.
  - *Grade obtained* by the student must be equal to the value assigned by the teacher.

- **Student tutoring (ST):** defines the conditions that must be fulfilled by the student to offer tutoring services in a course topic.
  - The student assessment in the LO is equal or higher than the value established by the teacher.

- **Tutors Assignment (TA):** specifies how to distribute the help between the available tutors.
  - The maximum number of consultations that a tutor can attend is defined by the teacher.

- **Frequency of Help Offering (FHO):** specifies when to offer help to the student again, if there’s a problem detected in the same topic.
  - Help will be offered if the student accesses the LO a number of times greater than those specified by the teacher, given that he has already postponed or canceled previous help.
  - The student has the possibility of disabling the system recommendation function, in which case help will not be offered until he activates it again.
• **Communication (C):** defines guidelines to establish communication between students and tutors. It can be synchronous through chat, or asynchronous through the use of e-mail or forums.
  – The communication is established according to the modality, duration and characteristics established by the teacher.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

New learning models foster autonomous, contextualized, and personalized learning. Thus, we consider the support that can be provided to students through technology, to be very relevant because one of the key characteristics of an ubiquitous learning system is to offer appropriate help to aid students fulfill their learning activities. Most of the reviewed works that deal with ubiquitous learning environments focus on the recommendation of educational content, learning paths or peers to conform groups for collaborative learning. However, teacher, expert, or advanced student advice is also important in some learning situations, where a student needs specific help on a particular topic. Therefore, in this work we integrate a multi-agent model to a u-learning environment as a way to provide an efficient medium to detect learning problems of students and to recommend personalized help, due to the autonomous, reactive and proactive capability exhibited by agents.

Besides, the implementation of a tutor recommendation method enriches the model, allowing to combine the physical distance between the tutor and the student with the popularity achieved by each tutor, to provide a personalized and contextualized recommendation strategy.

Likewise, the inclusion of variable system settings allows to configure the model according to the particular needs of each learning environment and teacher, providing greater flexibility in the monitoring and recommendation tasks.

Currently, we are developing a prototype to implement the model and test it in a real-world learning environment.
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